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0 Introduction
M.-H. Schwartz in [20, 21] introduced the technique of radial extension of stratified vector
fields and frames on singular varieties, and used this to construct cocycles representing
classes in the cohomology H∗(M,M \ V ), where V is a singular variety embedded in a
complex manifold M ; these are now called the Schwartz classes of V . A basic property
of radial extension is that the index of the vector fields (or frames) constructed in this
way is the same when measured in the strata or in the ambient space; this is called the
Schwartz index of the vector field (or frame). MacPherson in [15] introduced the notion of
the local Euler obstruction, an invariant defined at each point of a singular variety using
an index of an appropriate radial 1-form, and used this (among other things) to construct
the homology Chern classes of singular varieties. Brasselet and Schwartz in [3] proved
that the Alexander isomorphism H∗(M,M \V ) ∼= H∗(V ) carries the Schwartz classes into
the MacPherson classes; a key ingredient for this proof is their proportionality theorem
relating the Schwartz index and the local Euler obstruction.
These were the first indices of vector fields and 1-forms in the literature. Later in
[8] was introduced another index for vector fields on isolated hypersurface singularities,
and this definition was extended in [23] to vector fields on complete intersection germs.
This is known as the GSV-index and one of its main properties is that it is invariant
under perturbations of both, the vector field and the functions that define the singular
variety. The definition of this index was recently extended in [4] for vector fields with
isolated singularities on hypersurface germs with non-isolated singularities, and it was
proved that this index satisfies a proportionality property analogous to the one proved
in [3] for the Schwartz index and the local Euler obstruction, the proportionality factor
being now the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic of a local Milnor fiber.
In [5] Ebeling and Gusein-Zade observed that when dealing with singular varieties,
1-forms have certain advantages over vector fields, as for instance the fact that for a
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vector field on the ambient space the condition of being tangent to a (stratified) singular
variety is very stringent, while every 1-form on the ambient space defines, by restriction,
one on the singular variety. They adapted the definition of the GSV-index to 1-forms on
complete intersection germs with isolated singularities, and proved a very nice formula
for it in the case when the form is holomorphic, generalizing the well-known formula of
Leˆ-Greuel for the Milnor number of a function.
This article is about 1-forms on complex analytic varieties and it is particularly relevant
when the variety has non-isolated singularities. We show in section 2 how the radial
extension technique of M.-H. Schwartz can be adapted to 1-forms, allowing us to define
the Schwartz index of 1-forms with isolated singularities on singular varieties. Then we
see (section 3) how MacPherson’s local Euler obstruction, adapted to 1-forms in general,
relates to the Schwartz index, thus obtaining a proportionality theorem for these indices
analogous to the one in [3] for vector fields. We then extend (in section 4) the definition of
the GSV-index to 1-forms with isolated singularities on (local) complete intersections with
non-isolated singularities that satisfy the Thom af -condition (which is always satisfied if
the variety is a hypersurface), and we prove the corresponding proportionality theorem
for this index. When the form is the differential of a holomorphic function h, this index
measures the number of critical points of a generic perturbation of h on a local Milnor
fiber, so it is analogous to invariants studied by a number of authors (see for instance
[9, 11, 22]). Section 1 is a review of well-known facts about real and complex valued
1-forms.
The radial extension of 1-forms can be made global on compact varieties, and it can
also be made for frames of differential 1-forms. One gets in this way the dual Schwartz
classes of singular varieties, which equal the usual ones up to sign. One also has the dual
Chern-Mather classes of V , already envisaged in [17], and the proportionality formula 3.3
can be used as in [3] to express the dual Chern-Mather classes as “weighted” dual Schwartz
classes, the weights been given by the local Euler obstruction. Similarly, in analogy with
Theorem 1.1 in [4], the corresponding GSV-index and the proportionality Theorem 4.4
extend to frames and can be used to express the dual Fulton-Johnson classes of singular
hypersurfaces embedded with trivial normal bundle in compact complex manifolds, as
“weighted” dual Schwartz classes, the weights been now given by the Euler-Poincare´
characteristic of the local Milnor fiber.
This work was done while the second and third named authors were visiting the
“Institut de Mathe´matiques de Luminy”, France; they acknowledge the support of the
CNRS, France and the “Universite´ de la Me´diterrane´e”.
The authors thank J. Schu¨rmann for his comments and suggestions on the first version
of the paper. In particular, he gave us an alternative proof of Theorem 3.3 in the case
of the differential form associated to a Morse function, using stratified Morse theory and
the micro-local index formula in [19].
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1 Some basic facts about 1-forms
In this section we study some basic facts about the geometry of 1-forms and the interplay
between real and complex valued 1-forms on (almost) complex manifolds, which plays
an important role in the sequel. The material here is all contained in the literature; we
include it for completness and to set up our notation with no possible ambiguities. We
give precise references when appropriate.
Let M be an almost complex manifold of real dimension 2m > 0. Let TM be its
complex tangent bundle. We denote by T ∗M the cotangent bundle of M , dual of TM ;
each fiber (T ∗M)x consists of the C-linear maps TMx → C. Similarly, we denote by TRM
the underlying real tangent bundle of M ; it is a real vector bundle of fiber dimension 2m,
endowed with a canonical orientation. Its dual T ∗
R
M has as fiber the R-linear maps
(T
R
M)x → R.
1.1 Definition. Let A be a subset of M . By a real (valued) 1-form η on A we mean
the restriction to A of a continuous section of the bundle T ∗
R
M , i.e., for each x ∈ A, ηx
is an R- linear map (T
R
M)x → R. We usually drop the word “valued” here and speak
only of real 1-forms on A. Similarly, a complex 1-form ω on A means the restriction to
A of a continuous section of the bundle T ∗M , i.e., for each x ∈ A, ωx is a C-linear map
(TM)x → C.
Notice that the kernel of a real form η at a point x is either the whole fiber (T
R
M)x
or a real hyperplane in it. In the first case we say that x is a singular point (or zero) of
η. In the second case the kernel ker ηx splits (TRM)x in two half spaces (TRM
±)x; in one
of these the form takes positive values, in the other η(v) is negative.
We recall that a vector field v in RN is radial at a point xo if it is transversal to every
sufficiently small sphere around xo in R
N . The duality between real 1-forms and vector
fields assigns to each tangent vector ∂/∂xi the form dxi (extending it by linearity to all
tangent vectors). This refines the classical duality that assigns to each hyperplane in RN
the line orthogonal to it and motivates the following definition (c. f. [5, 6]):
1.2 Definition. A real 1-form η onM is radial (outwards-pointing) at a point xo ∈M if,
locally, it is dual over R to a radial outwards-pointing vector field at xo. Inwards-pointing
radial vector fields are defined similarly.
In other words, η is radial at a point xo if it is everywhere positive when evaluated
in some radial vector field at xo.
Thus, for instance, if for a fixed xo ∈ M we let ρxo(x) be the function ‖x− xo‖
2 (for
some Riemmanian metric), then its differential is a radial form.
1.3 Remark. The concept of radial forms was introduced in [5]. In [6] radial forms
are defined using more relaxed conditions than we do here. However this is a concept
”imported” from the corresponding notion of radial vector fields, so we use definition 1.2.
A complex 1-form ω on A ⊂ M can be written in terms of its real and imaginary
parts:
ω = Re (ω) + i Im (ω) .
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Both Re (ω) and Im (ω) are real 1-forms, and the linearity of ω implies that for each
tangent vector one has:
Im (ω)(v) = −Re (ω)(iv) ,
thus
ω(v) = Re (ω)(v) − i Re (ω)(iv) .
In other words the form ω is determined by its real part and one has a 1-to-1 correspon-
dence between real and complex forms, assigning to each complex form its real part, and
conversely, to a real 1-form η corresponds the complex form ω defined by:
ω(v) = η(v)− iη(iv) .
This statement (noted in [6],[7]) refines the obvious fact that a complex hyperplane
P in Cm, say defined by a linear form H , is the intersection of the real hyperplanes
Ĥ := {ReH = 0} and i Ĥ . This justifies the following definition:
1.4 Definition. A complex 1-form ω is radial at a point x ∈M if its real part is radial
at x.
Recall that the Euler class of an oriented vector bundle is the primary obstruction for
constructing a non-zero section [24]. In the case of the bundle T ∗
R
M , this class equals the
Euler class Eu(M) of the underlying real tangent bundle T
R
M , since they are isomorphic.
Thus, if M is compact then its Euler class evaluated on the orientation cycle of M gives
the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic χ(M). We can say this in different words: let η be a
real 1-form on M with isolated (hence finitely many) singularities x1, · · · , xr. At each xi
this 1-form defines a map, Sε
η/‖η‖
−→ S2m−1, from a small sphere in M around xi into the
unit sphere in the fiber (T ∗
R
M)x. The degree of this map is the Poincare´-Hopf local
index of η at xi, that we may denote by IndPH(η, xi). Then the total index of η in M is
by definition the sum of its local indices at the xi and it equals χ(M). Its Poincare´ dual
class in H2m(M) is the Euler class of T ∗
R
M ∼= T
R
M .
More generally, if M is a compact, C∞ manifold of real dimension 2m with non-
empty boundary ∂M and a complex structure in its tangent bundle, one can speak of real
and complex valued 1-forms as above. Elementary obstruction theory (see [24]) implies
that one can always find real and complex 1-forms on M with isolated singularities, all
contained in the interior of M . In fact, if a real 1-form η is defined in a neighborhood of
∂M in M and it is non-singular there, then we can always extend it to the interior of M
with finitely many singularities, and its total index in M does not depend on the choice
of the extension.
1.5 Definition. Let M be an almost complex manifold with boundary ∂M and let ω be
a (real or complex) 1-form on M , non-singular on a neighborhood of ∂M ; let Reω be its
real part if ω is a complex form, otherwise Reω = ω for real forms. The form ω is radial
at the boundary if for each vector v(x) ∈ TM , x ∈ ∂M , which is normal to the boundary
(for some metric), pointing outwards of M , one has Reω(v(x)) > 0.
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By the theorem of Poincare´-Hopf for manifolds with boundary, if a real 1-form η is
radial at the boundary and M is compact, then the total index of η is χ(M).
We now make similar considerations for complex 1-forms. We let M be a compact,
C∞ manifold of real dimension 2m (with or without boundary ∂M), with a complex
structure in its tangent bundle TM . Let T ∗M be as before, the cotangent bundle of M ,
i.e., the bundle of complex valued continuous 1-forms. The top Chern class cm(T ∗M) is
the primary obstruction for constructing a section of this bundle, i.e., if M has empty
boundary, then cm(T ∗M) is the number of points, counted with their local indices, of
the zeroes of a section ω of T ∗M (i.e., a complex 1-form) with isolated singularities (i.e.,
points where it vanishes). It is well known (see for instance [16]) that one has:
cm(T ∗M) = (−1)m cm(TM) .
This corresponds to the fact that at each isolated singularity xi of ω one has two local
indices: one of them is the index of its real part defined as above, IndPH(Reω, xi); the
other is the degree of the map Sε
ω/‖ω‖
−→ S2m−1, that we denote by IndPH(ω, xi). These two
indices are related by the equality:
IndPH(ω, xi) = (−1)
m IndPH(Reω, xi) ,
and the index on the right corresponds to the local Poincare´-Hopf index of the vector field
defined by duality near xi. For instance, the form ω =
∑
zidzi in C
m has index 1 at 0,
while its real part
∑
(xidxi − yidyi) has index (−1)
m.
If we take M as above, compact and with possibly non-empty boundary, and ω is a
complex 1-form with isolated singularities in the interior ofM and radial on the boundary,
then (by the previous considerations) the total index of ω in M is (−1)m χ(M). We
summarize some of the previous discussion in the following theorem (c.f. [5, 6]):
1.6 Theorem. Let M be a compact, C∞ manifold of real dimension 2m (with or without
boundary ∂M), with a complex structure in its tangent bundle TM . Let T ∗
R
M and T ∗M be
as before, the bundles of real and complex valued continuous 1-forms on M , respectively.
Then:
i) Every real 1-form η on M determines a complex 1-form ω by the formula
ω(v) = η(v)− iη(iv) ;
so the real part of ω is η.
ii) The local Poincare´-Hopf indices at an isolated singularity of a complex 1-form and its
real part are related by:
IndPH(ω, xi) = (−1)
m IndPH(Reω, xi) .
iii) If a real 1-form on M is radial at the boundary ∂M , then its total Poincare´-Hopf
index in M is χ(M). In particular, a radial real 1-form has local index 1.
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iv) If a complex 1-form on M is radial at the boundary ∂M , then its total Poincare´-Hopf
index in M is (−1)mχ(M).
1.7 Remark. One may consider frames of complex 1-forms on M instead of a single
1-form. This means considering sets of k complex 1-forms, whose singularities are the
points where these forms become linearly dependent over C. By definition (see [24]) the
primary obstruction for constructing such a frame is the Chern class cm−k+1(T ∗M), so
these classes also have an expression similar to 1.6 but using indices of frames of 1-forms.
One always has ci(T ∗M) = (−1)ici(TM). Thus the Chern classes, and all the Chern
numbers of M , can be computed using indices of either vector fields or 1-forms.
2 Radial extension and the Schwartz index
In the sequel we will be interested in considering forms defined on singular varieties
in a complex manifold, so we introduce some standard notation. Let V be a reduced,
equidimensional complex analytic space of dimension n in a complex manifold M of
dimension m, endowed with a Whitney stratification {Vα} adapted to V , i.e., V is union
of strata.
The following definition is an immediate extension for 1-forms of the corresponding
(standard) definition for functions on stratified spaces in terms of its differential (c.f.
[6, 7, 12]).
2.1 Definition. Let ω be a (real or complex) 1-form on V , i.e., a continuous section
of either T ∗
R
M |V or T
∗M |V . A singularity of ω with respect to the Whitney stratification
{Vα}means a point x where the kernel of ω contains the tangent space of the corresponding
stratum.
This means that the pull back of the form to Vα vanishes at x.
In section 1 we introduced the notion of radial forms, which is dual to the ”radiality”
for vector fields. We now extend this notion relaxing the condition of radiality in the
directions tangent to the strata. From now on, unless it is otherwise stated explicitely,
by a singularity of a 1-form on V we mean a singularity in the stratified sense, i.e., in the
sense of 2.1.
2.2 Definition. Let ω be a (real or complex) 1-form on V . The form is normally
radial at a point xo ∈ Vα ⊂ V if it is radial when restricted to vectors which are not
tangent to the stratum Vα that contains xo. In other words, for every vector v(x) tangent
to M at a point x /∈ Vα, x sufficiently close to xo and v(x) pointing outwards a tubular
neighborhood of the stratum Vα, one has Reω(v) > 0 (or Reω(v) < 0 for all such vectors;
if ω is real then it equals Reω).
Obviously a radial 1-form is also normally radial, since it is radial in all directions.
For each point x in a stratum Vα, one has a neighborhood Ux of x in M which is
diffeomorphic to the product Uα ×Dα, where Uα = Ux ∩ Vα and Dα is a small disc in M
transversal to Vα. Let pi be the projection pi : Ux → Uα and p the projection p : Ux → Dα.
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One has an isomorphism:
T ∗Ux ∼= pi
∗T ∗Uα ⊕ p
∗T ∗Dα .
That a (real or complex) 1-form ω be normally radial at x means that up to a local
change of coordinates in M , ω is the direct sum of the pull back of a (real or complex)
form on Uα, i.e., a section of the (real or complex) cotangent bundle T
∗Uα, and a section
of the (real or complex) cotangent bundle T ∗Dα which is a radial form in the disc.
It is possible to make for 1-forms the classical construction of radial extension in-
troduced by M.-H. Schwartz in [20, 21] for stratified vector fields and frames. Locally, the
construction can be described as follows. We consider first real 1-forms. Let η be a 1-form
on Uα, denote by η̂ its pull back to a section of pi
∗T ∗
R
Uα. This corresponds to the parallel
extension of stratified vector fields done by Schwartz. Now look at the function ρ given
by the square of the distance to the origin in Dα. The form p
∗dρ on Ux vanishes on Uα
and away from Uα its kernel is transversal to the strata of V by Whitney conditions.
The sum η′ = η̂ + p∗dρ defines a normally radial 1-form on Ux which coincides with η
on Uα; away from Uα its kernel is transversal to the strata of V . Thus, if η is non-singular
at x, then η′ is non-singular everywhere on Ux. If η has an isolated singularity at x ∈ Vα,
then η′ also has an isolated singularity there. In particular, if the dimension of the stratum
Vα is zero then η
′ is a radial form in the sense of section 1.
Following the terminology of [20, 21] we say that the form η′ is obtained from η by
radial extension.
Since the index in M of a normally radial form is its index in the stratum times the
index of a radial form in the disc Dα, we obtain the following important property of forms
constructed by radial extension.
2.3 Proposition. Let η be a real 1-form on the stratum Vα with an isolated singularity
at a point x with local Poincare´-Hopf index IndPH(η, Vα; x). Let η
′ the 1-form on a
neighborhood of x in M obtained by radial extension. Then the index of η in the stratum
equals the index of η′ in M :
IndPH(η, Vα; x) = IndPH(η
′,M ; x) .
2.4 Definition. The Schwartz index of the continuous real 1-form η at an isolated
singularity x ∈ Vα ⊂ V , denoted IndSch(η, V ; x), is the Poincare´-Hopf index of the 1-form
η′ obtained from η by radial extension; or equivalently, if the stratum of x has dimension
more than 0, IndSch(η, V ; x) is the Poincare´-Hopf index at x of η in the stratum Vα.
If x is an isolated singularity of V then every 1-form on V must be singular at x since
its kernel contains the “tangent space” of the stratum. In this case the index of the form
in the stratum is defined to be 1, and this is consistent with the previous definition since
in this case the radial extension of η is actually radial at x, so it has index 1 in the ambient
space.
The previous process is easily adapted to give radial extension for complex 1-forms.
Let ω be such a form on Vα; let η be its real part. We extend η as above, by radial
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extension, to obtain a real 1-form η′ which is normally radial at x. Then we use statement
i) in Theorem 1.6 above to obtain a complex 1-form ω′ on Ux that extends ω and is also
normally radial at x. If we prefer, we can make this process in a different but equivalent
way: first make a parallel extension of ω to Ux as above, using the projection pi; denote
by ω̂ this complex 1-form. Now use 1.6.i) to define a complex 1-form d̂ρ on Ux whose real
part is dρ, and take the direct sum of ω̂ and d̂ρ at each point to obtain the extension ω′.
We say that ω′ is obtained from ω by radial extension.
We have the equivalent of Proposition 2.3 for complex forms, modified with the ap-
propriate signs:
(−1)s IndPH(ω, Vα; x) = (−1)
m IndPH(ω
′,M ; x) ,
where 2s is the real dimension of Vα and 2m that of M .
2.5 Definition. The Schwartz index of the continuous complex 1-form ω at an isolated
singularity x ∈ Vα ⊂ V , denoted IndSch(ω, V ; x), is (−1)
n-times the index of its real part:
IndSch(ω, V ; x) = (−1)
nIndSch(Reω, V ; x) .
3 Local Euler obstruction and the Proportionality
Theorem
We are now concerned only with a local situation, so we take V to be embedded in an
open ball B ⊂ Cm centered at the origin 0. On the regular part of V one has the map
σ : Vreg → Gn,m into the Grassmannian of n(= dimV )-planes in C
m, that assigns to each
point the corresponding tangent space of Vreg. The Nash blow up V˜
ν
→ V of V is by
definition the closure in B × Gn,m of the graph of the map σ. One also has the Nash
bundle T˜
p
→ V˜ , restriction to V˜ of the tautological bundle over B×Gn,m.
The corresponding dual bundles of complex and real 1-forms are denoted by T˜ ∗
p
→ V˜
and T˜ ∗
R
p
→ V˜ , respectively. Observe that a point in T˜ ∗ is a triple (x, P, ω) where x is in
V , P is an n-plane in the tangent space TxB which is limit of a sequence {(TVreg)xi},
where the xi are points in the regular part of V converging to x, and ω is a C-linear map
P → C. (Similarly for T˜ ∗
R
.)
Let us denote by ρ the function given by the square of the distance to 0. We recall
that MacPherson in [15] observed that the Whitney condition (a) implies that the pull-
back of the differential dρ defines a never-zero section d˜ρ of T˜ ∗
R
over ν−1(Sε ∩ V ) ⊂ V˜ ,
where Sε is the boundary of a small ball Bε in B centered at 0. The obstruction for
extending d˜ρ as a never-zero section of T˜ ∗
R
over ν−1(Bε∩V ) ⊂ V˜ is a cohomology class in
H2n(ν−1(Bε∩V ), ν
−1(Sε∩V );Z), and MacPherson defined the local Euler obstruction
EuV (0) of V at 0 to be the integer obtained by evaluating this class on the orientation
cycle [ν−1(Bε ∩ V ), ν
−1(Sε ∩ V )].
More generally, given a section η of T ∗
R
B|A, A ⊂ V , there is a canonical way of
constructing a section η˜ of T˜ ∗
R
|A˜, A˜ = ν
−1A, which is described in the following. The
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same construction works for complex forms. First, taking the pull-back ν∗η, we get a
section of ν∗T ∗
R
B|V . Then η˜ is obtained by projecting ν
∗η to a section of T˜ ∗
R
by the
canonical bundle homomorphism
ν∗T ∗
R
B|V −→ T˜
∗
R
.
Thus the value of η˜ at a point (x, P ) is simply the restriction of the linear map η(x) :
(TRB)x → R to P . We call η˜ the canonical lifting of η.
By the Whitney condition (a), if a ∈ Vα is the limit point of the sequence {xi} ∈ Vreg
such that P = lim(TVreg)xi and if the kernel of η is transversal to Vα, then the linear form
η˜ will be non-vanishing on P . Thus, if η has an isolated singularity at the point 0 ∈ V
(in the stratified sense), then we have a never-zero section η˜ of the dual Nash bundle T˜ ∗
R
over ν−1(Sε ∩ V ) ⊂ V˜ . Let o(η) ∈ H
2n(ν−1(Bε ∩ V ), ν
−1(Sε ∩ V );Z) be the cohomology
class of the obstruction cycle to extend this to a section of T˜ ∗
R
over ν−1(Bε ∩ V ). Then
define (c.f. [2, 6]):
3.1 Definition. The local Euler obstruction of the real differential form η at an
isolated singularity is the integer EuV (η, 0) obtained by evaluating the obstruction coho-
mology class o(η) on the orientation cycle [ν−1(Bε ∩ V ), ν
−1(Sε ∩ V )].
The local Euler obstruction EuV (0) of MacPherson corresponds to taking the differ-
ential of the squared function distance to 0.
In the complex case, one can perform the same construction, using the corresponding
complex bundles. If ω is a complex differential form, section of T ∗B|A with an isolated
singularity, one can define the local Euler obstruction EuV (ω, 0). Notice that it is equal
to that of its real part up to sign:
EuV (ω, 0) = (−1)
nEuV (Reω, 0) . (3.2)
This is an immediate consequence of the relation between the Chern classes of a complex
vector bundle and those of its dual (see for instance [16]).
We note that the idea to consider the (complex) dual Nash bundle was already present
in [17], where Sabbah introduces a local Euler obstruction EuˇV (0) that satisfies EuˇV (0) =
(−1)nEuV (0). See also Schu¨rmann [18], sec. 5.2.
Just as for vector fields (see [3]), one has in this situation the following:
3.3 Theorem. Let Vα ⊂ V be the stratum containing 0, EuV (0) the local Euler obstruction
of V at 0 and ω a (real or complex) 1-form on Vα with an isolated singularity at 0. Then
the local Euler obstruction of the radial extension ω′ of ω and the Schwartz index of ω at
0 are related by the following proportionality formula:
EuV (ω
′, 0) = EuV (0) · IndSch(ω, V ; 0) .
Proof By 3.2 and Theorem 1.6 above, it is enough to prove 3.3 for either real or complex
1-forms, each case implying the other. We prove it for real forms.
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Let η and η′ be as above. Also, let ηrad denote a radial form at 0.
By construction and definition, we have
IndPH(η, Vα; 0) = IndPH(η
′,B; 0) = IndSch(η, V ; 0). (3.4)
By definition of IndPH(η
′,B; 0), there is a homotopy
Ψ : [0, 1]× Sε −→ T
∗
R
B|Sε
such that its image satisfies:
∂ImΨ = η′(Sε)− IndPH(η
′,B; 0) · ηrad(Sε) (3.5)
as chains in T ∗
R
B|Sε . The restriction of Ψ gives a homotopy
ψ : [0, 1]× (Sε ∩ V ) −→ T
∗
R
B|Sε∩V
such that (c.f. (3.4))
∂Imψ = η′(Sε ∩ V )− IndSch(η, V ; 0) · ηrad(Sε ∩ V ).
Now we can lift ψ, η′ and ηrad to sections ν
∗ψ, ν∗η′ and ν∗ηrad of ν
∗T ∗
R
B to get a
homotopy
ν∗ψ : [0, 1]× ν−1(Sε ∩ V ) −→ ν
∗T ∗
R
B|ν−1(Sε∩V )
and, since ν is an isomorphism away from the singularity of V , we still have
∂Imν∗ψ = ν∗η′(ν−1(Sε ∩ V ))− IndSch(η, V ; 0) · ν
∗ηrad(ν
−1(Sε ∩ V ))
as chains in ν∗T ∗
R
B|ν−1(Sε∩V ). Recall that we get the canonical liftings ψ˜, η˜
′ and η˜rad of
ψ, η′ and ηrad by taking the images of ν
∗ψ, ν∗η′ and ν∗ηrad by the canonical bundle
homomorphism ν∗T ∗
R
B −→ T˜ ∗
R
. Thus we have
∂Imlψ˜ = η˜′(ν−1(Sε ∩ V ))− IndSch(η, V ; 0) · η˜rad(ν
−1(Sε ∩ V ))
as chains in T˜ ∗
R
|ν−1(Sε∩V ). The forms η˜
′ and η˜rad are non-vanishing on ν
−1(Sε ∩ V ), by the
Whitney condition, and by definition of the Euler obstructions, we have the theorem. 
4 The GSV-index
We recall ([8, 23]) that the GSV-index of a vector field v on an isolated complete in-
tersection germ V can be defined to be the Poincare´-Hopf index of an extension of v to
a Milnor fiber F . Similarly, the GSV-index of a 1-form ω on V can be defined to be
the Poincare´-Hopf index of the form on F , i.e., the number of singularities of ω in F
counted with multiplicities [5]. When V has non-isolated singularities one may not have
a Milnor fibration in general, but one does if V has a Whitney stratification with Thom’s
af -condition, f = (f1, · · · , fk) being the functions that define V (c.f. [13, 14, 4]).
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Let (V, 0) be a complete intersection of complex dimension n defined in a ball B in
C
n+k by functions f = (f1, · · · , fk), and assume 0 is a singular point of V (not necessarily
an isolated singularity). As before, we endow B with a Whitney stratification adapted to
V , and we assume that we can choose {Vα} so that it satisfies the af -condition of Thom
(see for instance [14]). In particular one always has such a stratification if k = 1, by [10].
Let ω be as before, a (real or complex) 1-form on B, and assume its restriction to
V has an isolated singularity at 0. This means that the kernel of ω(0) contains the
tangent space of the stratum Vα containing 0, but everywhere else it is transversal to
each stratum Vα ⊂ V . Now let F = Ft be a Milnor fiber of V , i.e., F = f
−1(t) ∩ Bε,
where Bε is a sufficiently small ball in B around 0 and t ∈ C
k is a regular value of f
with ‖t‖ sufficiently small with respect to ε. Notice that the af -condition implies that for
every sequence tn of regular values converging to 0, and for every sequence {xn} of points
in the corresponding Milnor fibers converging to a point xo ∈ V so that the sequence
of tangent spaces {(TF )xn} has a limit T , one has that T contains the space (TVα)xo,
tangent to the stratum that contains xo. By transversality this implies that choosing the
regular value t sufficiently close to 0 we can assure that the kernel of ω is transversal to
the Milnor fiber at every point in its boundary ∂F . Thus its pull-back to F is a 1-form
on this smooth manifold, and it is never-zero on its boundary, thus ω has a well defined
Poincare´-Hopf index in F as in section 1. This index is well-defined and depends only on
the restriction of ω to V and the topology of the Milnor fiber F , which is well-defined
once we fix the defining function f (which is assumed to satisfy the af -condition for some
Whitney stratification).
4.1 Definition The GSV-index of ω at 0 ∈ V relative to f , IndGSV (ω, 0), is the Poincare´-
Hopf index of ω in F .
In other words this index measures the number of points (counted with signs) in
which a generic perturbation of ω is tangent to F . In fact the inclusion F
i
→ M pulls the
form ω to a section of the (real or complex, as the case may be) cotangent bundle of F ,
which is never-zero near the boundary because ω has an isolated singularity at 0 and, by
hypothesis, the map f satisfies the af -condition of Thom. If the form ω is real then
IndGSV (ω, 0) = Eu(F ;ω)[F ] , (4.2)
where Eu(F ;ω) ∈ H2n(F, ∂F ) is the Euler class of the real cotangent bundle T ∗
R
F relative
to the section defined by ω on the boundary, and [F ] is the orientation cycle of the pair
(F, ∂F ). If ω is a complex form, then one has:
IndGSV (ω, 0) = c
n(T ∗F ;ω)[F ] , (4.3.i)
where cn(T ∗F ;ω) is the top Chern class of the cotangent bundle of F relative to the form
ω on its boundary. In this case one can, alternatively, express this index as the relative
Chern class:
IndGSV (ω, 0) = c
n(T ∗M |F ; Ω)[F ] , (4.3.ii)
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where Ω is the frame of k + 1 complex 1-forms on the boundary of F given by
Ω = (ω, df1, df2, · · · , dfk) ,
since the forms (df1, · · · , dfk) are linearly independent everywhere on F . Notice that if
the form ω is holomorphic, then this index is necessarily non-negative because it can be
regarded as an intersection number of complex submanifolds. For every complex 1-form
one has:
IndGSV (ω, 0) = (−1)
nIndGSV (Reω, 0) .
We remark that if V has an isolated singularity at 0, this is the index envisaged in
[5], i.e., the degree of the map from the link K of V into the Stiefel manifold of complex
(k+1)-frames in the dual Cn+k given by the map (ω, df1, · · · , dfk). Also notice that this
index is somehow dual to the index defined in [4] for vector fields, which is related to the
top Fulton-Johnson class of singular hypersurfaces.
So, given the (non-isolated) complete intersection singularity (V, 0) and a (real or
complex) 1-form ω on V with an isolated singularity at 0, one has three different indices:
the Euler obstruction (section 2), the GSV-index just defined and the index of its pull
back to a 1-form on the stratum of 0. One also has the index of the form in the ambient
manifold M . For forms obtained by radial extension, the index in the stratum equals its
index in M , and this is by definition the Schwartz index. The following proportionality
theorem is analogous to the one in [4] for vector fields.
4.4 Theorem. Let ω be a (real or complex) 1-form on the stratum Vα of 0 with an
isolated singularity at 0. Then the GSV index of its radial extension ω′ is proportional to
the Schwartz index, the proportionality factor being the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic of
the Milnor fiber F :
IndGSV (ω
′, 0) = χ(F ) · IndSch(ω, V ; 0) .
Proof. It is enough to prove 4.4 either for complex forms or for real forms, each one
implying the other. The proof is similar to that of 3.3. Let ω′ and ωrad be as in the proof
of Theorem 3.3. Then 4.4 is proved by taking the retriction to F of each section in (3.5)
as a differential form, noting that IndGSV (ωrad, 0) = χ(F ). 
4.5 Remark. We notice that 4.2 and 3.3 can also be proved using the stability of the
index under perturbations; this works for vector fields too. More precisely, one can easily
show that the Euler obstruction EuV (ω, x) and the GSV-index are stable when we perturb
the 1-form (or the vector field) in the stratum and then extend it radially; then the sum
of the indices at the singularities of the new 1-form (vector field) give the corresponding
index for the original singularity. This implies the proportionality of the indices.
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